4 oz. Bottles

Dynasty’s short handle Black Silver brushes are versatile, affordable,
and elegant for all artists. The silver blended synthetic, black ferrules,
and two-toned black and silver handles offer the artisan an appealing
brush with maximum comfort. Black Silver brushes are made from a
proprietary mix of synthetics that maintain chisel and point while
holding the pigment of any medium with its sizable reservoir. Black
Silver is a quality brush for a student’s budget. Suitable for watercolour,
oil, acrylic and mixed media.

The Diana Kolinsky Sable brush range is created with the finest Kolinsky Sable hair, with a
short handle for a fine touch. A unique tapering process duplicates the characteristics of
pure red sable hair with a full belly, precise point and high degree of spring. Diana is the
brand that represents the very best in sable brushes. Sable is essential to achieve high
standards in watercolour or gouache. For colour-holding capacity and spring there is no
better natural hair or man-made fibre.

These handy stackable water containers
are perfect for the artist on the go! The
three pieces link together and separate.
Available in red and yellow.

Liquitex Freestyle Brushes are the perfect tools for virtually
any artistic application. Designed by artists for artists, these
brushes have unique ergonomic handles and strong synthetic
bristles that make them both comfortable and durable.

24 slants and 4 wells provide a spacious practical storage for watercolors.
A black japanned finish outside combined with a white enameled inside
with a thumb hole allow for easy storage and transportation.
Size: Closed 5-1/2? x 12?

The Staedtler Drawing Companion Set includes the
following items:
1 x Sandpaper Pointer, 1 x Kneadable Eraser, 1 x
Erasing Shield, 2 x Paper Stumps, 3 x Tortillions, 1 x
Chamois

Made of sturdy durable plastic,
this palette will not bow or crack,
and the mixing wells are large and
deep which prevent colour running
and splashing.
15 wells + 2 larger wells
measuring 3" x 3" at the top
corners
Size: 17 ¼" x 13 ¼" x 1 ¼"

Discover the Relief Gilding Paste and the mirror
effect metal sheets for multi surface creations.
Comes in red, blue and green mirror effect along
with silver, gold and assorted pack.

Colour Shaper is a revolutionary art tool, with many new techniques and effects.
Mix, apply, spread, move, and remove paint, the possibilities are only limited by
your imagination. Develop new watercolour techniques and surface textures. Easily
apply and remove masking fluid then clean the tips effortlessly with a damp cloth.
No more ruined brushes! Smudge and blend to create exciting depth of colour in
your pastel drawings then add finely detailed work.
Available in 5 shapes and 5 sizes!

SALE
Relief Gilding Paste 37 ml $6.29
Mirror Effect Leaves
9.79

Get it all at once with a recent improvement of an included mat knife at no extra
cost. This practical combo system includes a 24" (61cm) straight edge and a
Logan Handheld Mat Cutter for accurate, high quality mat cutting plus a three
depth position mat knife with a slip lock depth feature for downsizing standard
thickness matboard and foamboard up to 3/16" (4.7 mm). Just mark your borders
using the ruled straight edge, attach the cutting head,
and cut from line to line. All models include a nonslip rubberized base, US or metric ruled
straight edge, and a Logan Handheld Mat
Cutter.

Richeson Grey Matters Paper Palette offers a unique,
disposable solution to help artists working on a toned surface
be able to see how the colors will appear on neutral surfaces
before applying them to the painting.
The paper is suitable for oils, casein, acrylics and alkyds,
and each pad includes a color mixing reference guide inside
the front cover.The Grey Matters Palette is acid free palette
Paper toned in a neutral grey.
50 pages in each pad except 6 x 9 which has 30.

Great for: scrapbooking, card making, invitations, paper projects
Includes: 2 Large 1/4” rolls of photo safe/acid free tape

Paint pipettes are a versatile tool for
adding details to your artwork. Use them
for marbling, mixing colours, and for
applying inks, dyes, and liquid watercolour.
Each reusable pipette measures 6 ¼"
long. Pack of 25.

For painting, sketching, and display in the
horizontal and vertical positions, this sturdy
aluminum easel is well suited to the watercolorist who likes to work indoors or out.
Features secure leg locks, pivoting rubber
feet, a 17½" canvas tray with swing-out
brush holder and water basin hook, two
sets of tray support brackets, 13”
extension bar and a nylon carry case with
shoulder strap and storage pockets.
Easy to assemble and take apart.
Closed size is 28". Weighs only 4½ lbs.

Exceptional quality, professional grade Acrylic Mediums designed to meet the
demands of today’s acrylic artist.
Holbein’s 6 Pastes and 7 Gels along with 6 Base Gesso painting grounds are
sure to support all of your artistic creativity. Available in unique poly bags which
use less packaging than standard rigid plastic containers, resulting in less postconsumer waste. Poly bags are tough, durable and designed to stand up for
easy storage.
6 additional mediums in 200ml squeeze bottles provide convenient use and
storage.

The exceptional diameter of the Conté à Paris pastel pencil (5 mm) lead
gives genuine freedom of creation and has an unrivaled feel. The pastel is
perfect pencil companion to soft pastel because its lead is slightly harder
with less pigment. It is preferable to Conté soft pastels and crayons when
details is required for small and medium sized formats.

If you're tired of that old gray stump — smeary fingers
and dust, dust, dust — try these tools designed
especially for blending pastels!
Each set contains two pastel shapers, one with a soft
taper point for precise detail, and one with a flat
chisel for even strokes. Each set also includes a soft
pony hair blender brush for dabbing and a nylon fan
brush for sweeping large areas.

Brusho® is a brilliantly intense paint powder that comes in little pots of magic! It's
water-based and completely non-toxic. Brusho® allows you to create visually
stunning, expressive artwork with the minimum of fuss.
It's fun to use, beginner-friendly and ideal if you want to learn how to
create very contemporary, very striking images to hang on your wall
or even sell!
Because it's so loose and expressive, it's much easier and
faster to learn than traditional watercolour painting. You
have no choice but to let the paint do the work. And
whereas Watercolour painting can be stressful at
times (lots of opportunity for the painting to go
wrong), with Joanne's technique of using
Brusho® there aren't really any errors to
be made!

Daniel Smith Watercolour Ground was developed to simulate, as closely as
possible, a cold press watercolour paper surface. Watercolour paper is sized,
allowing pigment to remain on top of the surface rather than soaking in - and this is
where you'll notice a big difference when you compare Daniel Smith Watercolour
Ground with other absorbent grounds you may have tried. Size: 4 oz. Jar

Art Spectrum Colourfix™ papers are acid-free,
hot pressed watercolour surfaces screen printed
with Art Spectrum Colourfix™ Primer. They
provide an excellent surface for dry media such
as soft pastels, PanPastel®, charcoal and
pencils as well as being suitable for acrylics,
oils, inks, oil pastels, gouache and watercolour.
The natural toothy surface will hold multiple
layers of pastel without the need for fixative.
Size: 20” x 28” sheets

SALE

The Letraset ProMarker Empty marker
pen wallet can hold 24 markers of your
own choice. It zips up securely and
when open can be adjusted to use as a
stand for easy access to the markers.
*Markers are not included

$11.59

